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ABSTRACT The purpose of this paper is to discuss the conditions under which capability,
transaction and scale considerations interact in determining organizational boundaries. It is
argued that this interaction contributes to explaining the individual firm’s performance and
growth whenever cognitive competence is limited, radical uncertainty is present, some inputs and
processes are indivisible and complementary, and some relevant knowledge is tacit, non-
transmittable and characterized by set-up processes with high fixed costs. Under the above
conditions, which are becoming increasingly important with the spread of the knowledge-based
economy, the growth of the firm can be regarded as a consequence of managerial ability to set a
strategy that exploits the mutually reinforcing advantages provided by the organizational
coordination of capabilities, transactions and scale of processes, while limiting counteracting
forces deriving from errors of strategy that are due to cognitive inertia and myopia, unclear
allocation of rights and responsibilities, errors in identifying aims, imprecision in performance
measuring, difficulty in focusing incentives, influence activities and problems of internal
communication.

Introduction

Developing capabilities, saving on transaction costs and balancing the different productive

capacities of complementary inputs and processes are three main aspects of the organiz-

ational coordination of the firm. I will begin by briefly specifying what is implied here

by each of these three aspects, after which I will discuss and evaluate the way in which

they interact.

Firstly, developing capabilities means finding, interpreting and using knowledge in

order to create and maintain a competitive advantage. Differential capabilities contribute

to explaining the performance of firms and therefore their boundaries. Secondly, trans-

action costs affect the extension of organizational coordination within or among firms,
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and can be eliminated by the internalization of external processes. Thirdly, in designing

the operational scale of each process the firm has to balance the productive capacities

of different complementary inputs and intermediate stages in order to take advantage of

economies of scale and economies of scope.2

For any given firm the advantages deriving from the development of capabilities, the

arrangement of transactions and the design of the operational scale of different processes

may have a different weight according to its particular characteristic, sector of activity and

developmental stage. In certain cases and at certain times, one aspect may prevail over the

other two, but very rarely do the advantages of organizational coordination derive exclu-

sively from only one aspect. The actual weight of each single aspect and their possible

interplay in influencing the boundaries and the growth of the firm is ultimately an empiri-

cal question that can be the object of applied analysis. However, the aim of this paper is not

to provide evidence of the numerous interactions among capability, transaction and scale

aspects3; rather, my purpose is to investigate the conditions that make the interplay of

these three aspects of organizational coordination important in determining the boundaries

and growth of the firm. For ease of presentation, among all numerous possible interactions

linking these three aspects, I consider two simplified cases: (1) no interaction because only

transaction costs have significant weight, while capability and scale consideration are

insignificant; and (2) very significant weight of all three aspects of organizational coordi-

nation of the firm and very intense interaction among them.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The following two sections examine

respectively the two above possible cases: absent and very intense interaction. The final

section concludes the paper with some remarks on internal strengths and weaknesses in

the growth process of the firm.

No Interaction among the Three Aspects of the Organizational Coordination

Let us first examine the case in which transaction costs are significant but are not related to

capability and scale aspects, which play no role. Transaction costs are significant while

capability and scale considerations are unimportant when transactional information and

knowledge is costly, technical information and knowledge is free and full,4 computing

ability is complete, radical uncertainty is absent and production elements are divisible

(see the first column of Table 1). This set of conditions is explicitly or implicitly

present, even if with some notable exceptions, in most contributions on property rights,

agency theories and transaction cost economics.5 In this literature, three possible causes

of transaction costs associated with costly transactional information and knowledge are

most frequently mentioned: (i) the coexistence of cognitive limits, opportunism and

asset-specificity; (ii) enforcement difficulties; and (iii) measurement costs.

Coexistence of Cognitive Limits, Opportunism and Asset-Specificity

As in Oliver Williamson’s transaction cost economics, transaction costs may be associated

with imperfect contracts that are determined by the combined effects of cognitive limits,

opportunism and asset specificity.6 Cognitive limits are assumed to be present in conjunc-

tion with farsightedness. As a result, individuals are not precluded from assessing the

negative consequences of another party’s potential opportunism and evaluating the pay-

offs associated with possible outcomes. This means that parties do not face unanticipated
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consequences. ‘Transaction cost economics’, Williamson points out, ‘examines incom-

plete contracts in their entirety—hence the absence of surprise, victims and the like’.

‘Limited but intended rationality is translated into incomplete but farsighted contracting’.7

In this context, farsighted parties are able to spell out forward-looking contracts and ident-

ify the optimal governance structure.

Asset specificity, with the possibility of opportunism, may cause transaction costs due to

hold-up inefficiency. Thus, if it is impossible to draw up a complete contract and if market

conditions change, the party that invests in relation-specific assets exposes itself to a hazard.

Whenever a party—for example, a supplier—has to make a relation-specific investment that

may be difficult to redeploy, ‘the supplier may be then unwilling to make specific invest-

ment’ or may expend resources in contractual safeguards consisting in rewarding specific

assets and in setting penalties in case the contract should be breached before its expiry.

‘In either case, inefficiency results: either the market does not bring about optimal

investment, or resources are expended on socially wasteful defensive measures’.8 In the pre-

sence of hold-up problems, residual rights of control foster specific investments, and unified

property offers an alternative to contractual safeguards in protecting specific assets.9

Enforcement Difficulties

Transaction costs may derive from contract writing costs that result in the inability of a

neutral outsider to verify and enforce the accomplishment of mutual obligations in the

event of a contract dispute.10 That is to say, it may be hard to specify in advance, and

unambiguously, all conditions regarding quantity, quality, price and possible external

Table 1. Interaction among transaction, capability and scale-scope considerations

Zero interaction Very intense interaction

Weight of single
aspects

Transaction Significant Very significant
Capability Insignificant Very significant
Scale-scope Insignificant Very significant

Conditions Transact. I&K� Costly Cognitive limitations
Technical. I&K Full and free Cognitive limitations
Organis. I&K Full and free Cognitive limitations
I&K Charact. Not considered Set-up process and low

cost of reproduction
Comput. abil.
Input charact.

Complete
Divisibility and suitability

Incomplete
Indivisibilities and
complementarities

Contracts Imperfect Incomplete
Uncertainty Weak Radical
Rationality Perfect (or bounded with

farsightedness)
Cognitive rationality

Boundaries of the firm Tendency toward vertical
integration through unified
ownership of toward forms
of collaborations among
firms

Strong tendency toward
the expansion of
boundaries of organ.
coordination within and
among firms

�Information and knowledge.
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factors.11 Differences in cognitive structures and languages among contracting parties

may lead to misinterpretations and misunderstandings. Furthermore, when the number

of potential events is very high it may be extremely costly to spell out all conceivable

circumstances in a contract, even if the contracting parties are perfectly rational

and then are able to estimate the pay-off distribution of possible actions. In such

circumstances, imperfect contracts leave out all the elements that are too costly to

specify and enforce.

Measurement Costs

Transaction costs may simply be due to measurement costs that are the costs of obtaining

information concerning quality and prices of products to be bought.12

In the latter two cases (enforcement difficulties and measurement costs), transaction

costs may arise even in the absence of asset specificity and opportunism. For instance,

in many spot markets that do not imply any specific investment, as in the case of the

second-hand car market, informational asymmetries or measurement costs are sufficient

to induce high transaction costs. Moreover, transaction costs are independent of opportu-

nistic potential whenever there are different cognitive maps, possibilities of different

interpretations among contracting parties or simple measurement costs.

In all three of the cases examined above (farsighted contracting in presence of cognitive

limits, opportunism and asset specificity, enforcement difficulties and measurement costs),

transaction costs derive from imperfect contracts which, nonetheless, do not prevent

parties from computing the distribution of pay-offs, i.e. benefits and costs associated

with all possible events deriving from their actions.13 On account of costly transactional

information and knowledge, contracts are imperfect and significant transaction costs

may ensue. Consequently, unified ownership of physical assets (and other critical

resources, such as patents, brand names, software, etc.) may be profitable because it

confers the rights of control and enforcement in relational agreements whenever a

situation not covered by contracts arises.14

As far as capabilities are concerned, it should be pointed out that the continuous devel-

opment of the firm’s capabilities in order to create and maintain a competitive advantage is

not necessary when relevant technical and productive information and knowledge consist

of recipes for production like a blueprint of techniques available cost-free ‘on the shelf’

and comprehensible to everybody. In this case, the development of capabilities is irrele-

vant: if the potential adopters have the necessary knowledge and expertise to understand,

use and take advantage of all production techniques, then every firm can produce a par-

ticular good or service as well as another. As argued by Harold Demsetz, ‘although infor-

mation is treated as being costly for transaction or management control purposes, it is

implicitly presumed to be free for production purposes’.15 In other words, ‘production

costs are independent of the organizational framework—essentially because technologies

are public goods’.16

With regard to scale considerations, their weight becomes insignificant when inputs and

processes are perfectly divisible, radical uncertainty is absent and perfect competition pre-

vails. With divisible inputs, it is not necessary to increase the size in order to balance the

different processes in such a way as to reduce idle times of production elements. Further-

more, if radical uncertainty is absent there is no reason to accumulate reserve and to differ-

entiate outputs.
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In conclusion, under the above particular conditions, transaction costs are not related to

the other two aspects of the organization because the advantages deriving from the devel-

opment of the firm’s capabilities and from the exploitation of the potential for economies

of scale and scope do not arise.

Intense Interaction among the Three Aspects of the Organizational Coordination

In sharp contrast, strong interplay among capability, transactional and scale considerations

is observed whenever cognitive limitations regard both transactional and productive infor-

mation and knowledge, individuals operate under incomplete forecasting, i.e. radical

uncertainty, some production elements are indivisible and complementary, and some rel-

evant knowledge is tacit, non-transmittable and characterized by set-up processes with

high fixed costs (see column 2 in Table 1). These conditions reflect the actual cognitive

abilities of suppliers, members and customers of the firms, and the actual characteristics

of inputs and information and knowledge used in economic processes.

Incomplete forecasting ability arises when individuals do not have complete theoretical

knowledge of the list of future outcomes or lack sufficient information processing abilities

to assess, classify, compute and compare states or events. Therefore, incomplete forecast-

ing ability involves two different types of radical uncertainty: substantive uncertainty,

which is linked to incomplete theoretical knowledge of future outcomes; and procedural

uncertainty, which is attributable to incomplete information processing abilities.17 The

former type of radical uncertainty, substantive uncertainty, is independent of personal abil-

ities to process information and refers to a situation that may change in an unexpected

manner, while the latter type, procedural uncertainty, arises when individual information

processing abilities are insufficient to cope with a situation even if this situation is unchan-

ging.18 In spite of this dissimilarity, both are per se a sufficient condition for radical uncer-

tainty inasmuch as they both lead to incomplete forecasting.

Substantive uncertainty can spring from indeterminacy of outcomes linked to inter-

dependence, subjective reaction and creative learning. An endogenous creation of a

novelty causes incomplete forecasting knowledge because a party may be surprised by

unexpected actions of other agents. In fact, which action is optimal for one individual

depends on the behaviour of the individual’s opposite party, but under heterogeneous

knowledge it is impossible to predict the behaviour of the opposite party, whose reactions

are unavoidably based on subjective interpretation of private information. Moreover, crea-

tive learning implies the production of an unexpected novelty and the consequent impossi-

bility of assessing the probability distributions of an unknown event. As forcefully argued

by Nathan Rosenberg, genuine innovations are characterized by a high degree of uncer-

tainty because of ‘the inability to anticipate the future impact of successful innovations,

even after their technical feasibility has been established’.19

Radical uncertainty may also be brought about by an insufficient level of information

processing ability in relation to the degree of complexity of the situation at hand (pro-

cedural uncertainty). This type of uncertainty is due to misperception, to difficulties in

acquiring potentially available knowledge in a context of asymmetric knowledge, an

inability to take into account some event or possible outcomes that are nevertheless

known, or incapacity to compute, order or assess phenomena. Since the early 1970s,

experimental psychology has provided a considerable body of evidence on human infor-

mation processing ability. Laboratory studies have confirmed that man’s information
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gathering and processing abilities vary enormously from one human being to another

and generally are very limited. Furthermore, experimental findings suggest that the

number of cognitive anomalies in perception of information and in the process of

choice is very high.20

Under radical uncertainty, flexibility is ensured by the assets of the firm, which rep-

resent reserves in case of unanticipated events, as well as by learning processes, division

of knowledge, and long-term employment relationships. Ownership of the assets gives the

employer residual rights of control that allow the work content to be modified if circum-

stances change. In this respect, the firm plays a role analogous to money, which is a

purchasing power that ‘can be deployed at will’ and permits the choice to be postponed

to ‘a later and better-informed time’.21

Developing new capabilities within the firm may be essential in order to mitigate the

effects of both substantive and procedural radical uncertainty. Whenever technical, pro-

ductive and transactional knowledge is not full and free, the development of capabilities

makes it possible to acquire the necessary transactional knowledge and absorptive ability,

which constitute elements of competitive strength.

Self-interested individuals with different aims and cognitive maps may react in an unex-

pected way to changes in environmental conditions that are not forecast and not spelled out

by the contract. These reactions springing from the identification of new interests may

conflict with the opposite party’s interests and lead to a costly negotiation, generating

deep disagreement and causing losses to one or both parties even if the two sides

behave in a loyal, non-opportunistic, lawful and honest way.22 In this context, transaction

costs do not necessarily require, or imply, opportunism.23 The development of knowledge

and capabilities through organizational coordination appears to be an appropriate response

to the existence of transaction costs that result from multiple interpretations and misunder-

standings among contracting parties. In presence of transaction costs due to ‘misinterpre-

tation, misunderstanding or disagreement’, the role of management in developing

information and knowledge among parties may be crucial.24

The incompleteness of contracts, which derives from radical uncertainty, favours sub-

stitution of the firm’s market relations by managerial coordination, resulting in a strong

tendency toward expansion of the boundaries of organizational coordination within and

between firms. A scenario of this kind in turn implies economies of scale and scope25

that are attributable not only to the specific characteristics of information, knowledge

and production elements (such as indivisibility, complementarity, the presence of set-up

processes, low cost of replication of information and knowledge), but also to the decrease

in the cost of keeping reserves, as well as the reduction in the negative economic conse-

quences of the failure of one activity stemming from unforeseeable circumstances.

Under the above conditions, these three aspects of the organizational coordination of the

firm have a significant weight and are inextricably interwoven. Let us address some of the

main links and crossed-linked effects among them.

Capabilities-learning and Scale-scope

First, consider the relationship between capabilities-learning and scale-scope. Productive

knowledge is linked closely to the dimension of scale of production processes that results

from a given organizational setting. Economies of scale imply the firm’s capabilities and

learned competencies necessary to exploit the properties of indivisible and complementary
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production elements and processes. These capabilities have ‘resulted from solving

problems of scaling up the processes of production’.26 Put differently, for each given

dimension of scale achieved and technique that can be chosen by the production unit,

there are different stages of the development of abilities facilitating the use of specific

machines and equipment.

Cognitive and operational division of labour is limited by the scale of the production

process. Increasing scale implies further division of labour that entails a qualitative modi-

fication not only in some of the equipment, but also in the abilities and skills of some

members of the firm, according to the new tasks linked to the changed organizational

structure. In brief, increasing division of labour is a form of organizational innovation

that involves different individual abilities and calls for new learning processes.27 More-

over, a rise in dimension of scale allows an increase in the division of knowledge that

brings about managerial economies of scale.

In producing specific goods, firms may develop capabilities that turn out to be useful for

supplying new commodities in complementary technology. Re-utilization of the same

capabilities across time and space implies an opportunity to overcome the trade-off

between economies of scale and economies of scope.

It thus becomes clear that there is a two-way relationship between capability and scale-

scope considerations. On the one hand, the actual operational scale depends on technical

and organizational knowledge that makes it possible to take advantage of the particular

properties of production elements and processes. On the other, the increasing dimension

of the scale of a firm’s operations favours new organizational settings that involve a

new division of knowledge and the development of new capabilities. These crossed-

linked effects show the strong relationship between organization, knowledge and effi-

ciency: different organizational modes associated with specific technical knowledge

bring about dissimilar levels of efficiency.

Capabilities-learning and Transactions-internalization

Capability and transaction considerations turn out to be complementary if we recognize

that both production and transaction processes involve an essential knowledge dimen-

sion.28 A specific function of the entrepreneur-manager is to ascertain which distinctive

abilities and competencies should be developed within the firm and which should

instead be developed outside. This is linked to decisions about which activities to

conduct internally and which to contract out. These decisions are then fundamentally

human resource decisions.29

Internalising technologically separable processes through vertical integration involves

in-house learning processes aimed at developing the productive and technical knowledge

necessary to perform the internalized processes.

In the presence of dispersed, heterogeneous and tacit knowledge, collaboration and co-

specialization among complementary producers entails costs that derive from expensive

productive and transactional knowledge. On the other hand, collaboration needs the co-

development of capabilities to reduce possible misunderstandings. Out-sourcing requires

specific learning processes. In particular, out-sourcing involves the development of:

(a) internal capabilities in order to bargain, design suitable contracts, control quality and

enforce contracts
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(b) external capabilities in order to educate suppliers, potential licensees and

franchisees.30

In multitechnology firms that rely on outsourcing, internal capabilities stretch beyond the

boundaries of the firms’ in-house production so that staff can relate to suppliers of

equipment, knowledge and components.31 Evidence from applied studies on franchise

systems and durable interfirm collaboration among Japanese automakers, firms that

produce aircraft engines and firms in electronics, food and biotechnology industries has

shown the significant level of investments in specific human assets. Such investments

are designed partly with the aim of enhancing the learning processes needed to master

the different technologies adopted in specialized sub-units of the firms, but also for the

purpose of training the staff members who have to arrange external relationships and

have to command multiple technologies adopted by partners who produce various

components or supply services.32

The consideration of cognitive matters offers an insight into the different reasons under-

lying vertical integration or safeguards in complementary relationships among partners.

For instance, co-specialization represents an idiosyncratic investment exposed to possible

moral hazards or more simply the transfer of knowledge possessed by some partners

toward various competitors. In order to capture all the benefits that accrue from the devel-

opment of productive knowledge and keep relevant information inside the firm, it may be

in the firm’s interest to hire individuals ‘on a more permanent basis rather than secure the

use of their services through a contract’.33 Alternatively, in other circumstances, vertical

integration and the abandonment of contracts mediated by the market may instead be

motivated by the difficulty of developing suppliers’ knowledge. For example, when

Ford adopted the moving assembly line, in accordance with Tayloristic labour organiz-

ation, the main problem, according to a cognitive perspective, ‘was . . . the difficulty of

changing the suppliers’ conception of their own business, and persuading them of the

obsolescence of many of their existing capabilities’.34 The characteristics of capabilities

possessed by firms operating in different intermediate phases of the productive filière

(or cluster) influence the effects of transaction costs on the level of integration. As

argued by Robert Grant, ‘if markets . . . transfer knowledge inefficiently . . . vertically
adjacent stages of production A and B will be integrated within the same firm if production

at stage B requires access to the knowledge utilized in stage A’.35 If capabilities are highly

correlated along the productive filière, then a reduction of transaction costs will not lead to

substantial dis-integration. In contrast, if capabilities are weakly correlated along the value

chain, a reduction of transaction costs will lead to substantial dis-integration.36

On the other hand, transaction costs mould the trajectories of capability development.37

Low transaction costs may favour external specialization in single activities and social

division of labour, while high transaction costs may induce the development of capabilities

within the firm. However, high transaction costs do not always imply a unified ownership.

In some circumstances, organizational coordination of learning processes under forms of

collaboration among firms may be more suitable than vertical integration. For instance,

even in the presence of high transaction costs, the attempt to integrate complementary

activities that are not truly similar—inasmuch as they are based on distinct technologies

and may require ‘different styles of management’—‘is likely to produce lower quality

or higher costs, or both’.38 In this case, a possible response to high transaction costs

might be forms of collaboration among firms rather than unified ownership.
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If specialization brings significant advantages and complementarities among different pro-

cesses are highly specific, a successful response to uncertainty may be represented by

organizational coordination within hybrid forms.

Organizational coordination not only makes it possible to avoid transaction costs and

therefore ‘avoid a negative’, but it also provides the advantage over market relationships

of enhancing the generation of new capabilities and can thus ‘create a positive’. Whenever

learning works better in a unified organization than in two autonomous firms and when-

ever this is also essential for the development of capabilities on which the firm’s competi-

tive advantage is grounded, then a strong incentive for integration arises. Conversely,

whenever learning works worse in a unified organization than in two autonomous firms,

there is incentive toward keeping the firms autonomous. In other words, organizational

coordination or disintegration may prevail according to the governance structure that

fosters learning and the creation of capabilities.

In conclusion, when asymmetric information and heterogeneous knowledge concerns

not only transactions, but also production activities, then, on the one hand, technology

cannot be considered constant across organizational modes and, on the other, transaction

costs and capability considerations can be seen as largely complementary.

Transactions-internalization and Scale-scope

Finally, consider the crossed-linked effects between transactions and scale.39 Transaction-

internalization and scale-scope considerations are related in many ways.

Firstly, when high transaction costs trigger the integration of technologically separable

processes through unified ownership, they lead to a reorganization of production that

usually involves economies of scale and scope in other intermediate processes at different

operational levels. For instance, an integration of manufacturing processes may lead to

economies of scale and scope in managerial and administrative processes that are charac-

terized by increasing returns due to the specific attributes of information and knowledge.

Secondly, transaction costs imply indivisibilities because they are linked to information

problems and are therefore largely independent of the volume of goods and services

exchanged. Fixed lump-sum transaction costs give rise to economies of scale and

scope, and foster increasing dimension.

Conclusions

Potential advantages deriving from the crossed-linked effects between development

of capabilities, arrangement of transactions and design of the operational scale may

be cancelled out by several counteracting forces, due to unfavourable environmental

conditions and internal weaknesses which limit the firm’s growth or, in more extreme

cases, lead to its bankruptcy. In this concluding section, let us focus on internal counter-

acting forces.40 In setting the firm’s strategy, firms are subject to errors in identifying

aims and imprecision in performance measuring that may lead to unnecessary

changes or preclude timely response to problems.41 The management may make erro-

neous decisions because of various forms of cognitive myopia and inertia, leading to

difficulties in finding the right balance between exploitation of available knowledge,

abilities and skills (i.e. the pursuit of higher efficiency), and exploration of new possi-

bilities and alternatives.42
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Rising organizational costs may have different causes. Firstly, unclear allocation of

rights and responsibilities makes decision-making mechanisms inefficient. Secondly, the

firm’s growth can imply that top management may lose touch with events affecting the

decisions. This causes problems in vertical communication within organizations, resulting

in decreased efficiency and efficacy. Thirdly, difficulty in establishing rewards and focus-

ing incentives may entail the possibility of shirking, high cost of coordination, monitoring

and control, agency problems, influence activities, collusion, subverted inspections, paro-

chial interests and unimplemented decisions. Finally, the firm’s growth involves trans-

formation in the organizational set-up and in the power structure, and such a

phenomenon may meet with resistance on the part of some members of the firm who

are unwilling to accept or strongly oppose any modification in the existing equilibria.

These cases of rising organizational costs, which can limit the firm’s growth, derive

partly from the management’s inability to avoid errors of strategy, but partly also from

the failure to create the necessary knowledge for exploiting advantages provided by the

crossed-linked effects of development of capabilities, arrangement of transactions and

design of operational scale. This conclusion introduces an unavoidable subjective

element as regards the way in which the firm’s management succeeds in grasping oppor-

tunities and is able to oppose counteracting forces. Subjective and discretionary choices by

management are influenced by the specific manner in which the different stakeholders’

interests are weighed in decisions and also by the various environmental conditions. More-

over, the aforementioned conclusion shows that the boundaries of the firm cannot be

attributed solely to one single cause, but are instead the result of the interplay between

negative factors, which are represented by the counteracting forces listed above, and

opportunities for growth that derive from the interaction of the three aspects of the

firm’s organizational coordination. The fundamental implication of these considerations

is that the firm’s efficiency and efficacy, and thus its revealed performance, size and

boundaries must be regarded as ‘time and path-dependent’ phenomena subject to the

constantly evolving influence of the different internal decision-making mechanisms and

multifaceted environmental conditions.
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